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HD32MT.3 
Data logger for weather station  

 Power supply by mains or solar panel with backup 
battery and integrated battery charger which allows 
not to lose the recordings 

 Completely configurable by PC 

 Data recording on SD card for a long lasting registration 

 LCD Display 

 Housing for protection against atmospheric agents. 
IP66, UL/CSA/AS approved. 

 Possibility of sending SMS alarm messages (by using 
the GSM/UMTS optional module) 

 Possibility of sending the recorded data to e-mail and 
FTP addresses (by using the GSM/UMTS optional 
module) 

 
APPLICATIONS 
 Monitoring of meteorological parameters 

 Data acquisition in unattended sites 

 Analysis of climate changes 

 Forecast of adverse climatic events 

 Detection of wind gusts 

 Control of agricultural crops 

 Recording of the weather conditions during the tests 
on vehicles (ISO 362) 

DESCRIPTION 

HD32MT.3  is a data logger suitable for acquiring and store the values measured by a series of 
environmental sensors connected to its inputs. 
The data logger has an SDI-12 port, to which you can connect up to four sensors, and an RS485 port 
with Modbus-RTU protocol designed for the connection of Delta OHM sensors, such as: 

 HD52.3D… series of two-axis static ultrasonic anemometers for the measurement of wind 
speed and direction, temperature, relative humidity, dew point, barometric pressure and 
solar radiation; 

 HD9008.T7S temperature transmitter; 
 HD9008.T17S temperature, relative humidity and dew point transmitter; 
 LP PYRA…S series of pyranometers; 
 LP SD18.1 sunshine duration sensor for the measurement of the state and duration of 

insolation; 
 TP32MTT.03 temperature probe for measuring the thermal profile of the soil. 
 HD9408.3B precision barometer. 
 HD3910... soil humidity probe. 
 HD48S07TFP temperature transmitter with contact probe for solar panels. 

There are three configurable analog inputs for connecting transmitters with analog output 0…1 V, 
0…10 V, 0…20 mA or 4…20 mA, such as: 

 HD3901... leaf wetness sensor; 
 HD4V8TBARO barometric transmitter. 

There are also: 
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 an input for connecting a rain gauge with potential-free contact output; 
 an input for the connection of a cup anemometer with contact output or sinusoidal analog 

output; 
 a potentiometer input for connection of a wind vane for measuring wind direction or for 

connection of other sensors with potentiometric output; 
 an insulated voltage-free contact alarm output. 

Inside the housing it is also possible to place an optional atmospheric pressure and temperature 
sensor (to be requested when ordering). 
The sensors are supplied already factory calibrated and they are interchangeable. Upon order, it is 
possible to supply reports or calibration certificates. 
Upon request, special versions can be set up according to the customer specifications. 

CONFIGURATION 
The data logger can be programmed by the end user and can be set to operate with a wide range of 
sensors. It is possible to choose whether storing the instantaneous, minimum, maximum or average 
value of the measurements. For those measurements that require to count pulses, it is possible to 
store the total of the pulses counted. Each storage includes date and time of acquisition. 
If the data logger is connected to a rain gauge supplied with calibration report, it is possible to define 
the correction of the measurement according to the intensity of the rain, in order to obtain more 
accurate measurements. 
The configuration is made by connecting the USB output of the logger to a PC and by using the 
supplied application software Meteo Studio. The configuration of the data logger is password 
protected to prevent unauthorized changes. 
The data logger can be supplied configured according to the specifications requested by the 
customer, in order to be immediately operative after the installation of the system. The program 
installed directly by Delta OHM complies with the specifications requested on the purchase order. 
For various application fields (wind, solar, agricultural, ...) there are already preconfigured 
weather stations available, including datalogger and sensors: see ordering section for the 
composition of the ready stations. 

MEMORY 
The internal memory is managed in a circular way: when the memory is full, the new data 
overwrite the oldest. Data are also stored on an hourly basis in an SD type memory card. The use 
of the memory card allows to expand the memory capacity of the instrument, so to avoid losing 
any data when the internal memory is full. The data logger works with SD cards normally 
available on the market; the duration of the recording, before completely fill the card, is of the 
order of years (for instance, by recording 20 parameters with the minimum storage interval 
equal to 10 seconds  in a 4 GB SD card, it takes about 8 years to fill it). 
The values logged by the instrument can be transferred to a PC by using the software Meteo Studio. 
As an alternative, it is possible to remove the SD card from the instrument and install it in an SD card 
reader connected to the PC. 

GSM/UMTS CONNECTION 
An optional GSM/UMTS module allows sending logged data via e-mail or to an FTP address, 
and alarm SMS once the settled measuring thresholds have been exceeded or when the battery 
reaches the minimum charge level. 
Three versions of the module are available: 

 HD5320.E: for Europe, quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) 
and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 900/2100 MHz module. 

 HD5320.U: for U.S.A. and Canada, quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, 
DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 850/1900 MHz module. 

 HD5320.J: for Japan, quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and 
dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 850/2100 MHz module. 
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The data logger is able to periodically send the recorded measurements to the meteorological 
data collecting sites "www.wunderground.com" and "www.pwsweather.com". 
The GSM/UMTS module allows keeping the clock of the data logger automatically updated. 
If the module is installed, a connection via Internet to the data logger from a remote server is 
possible, by means of a direct TCP/IP connection. 

POWER SUPPLY 
The data logger is power supplied at 17…26 Vdc. The system can be power supplied at 
100…240 Vac (by using the optional AC/DC external power supply unit HD32MT.SWD) or by a 
solar panel, allowing the installation in sites without mains power supply. In any case, there is a 
battery charger installed inside the housing. In order to reduce the energy consumption, the 
sensors can be powered by power supply outputs that can be activated only when it is necessary 
to perform the measurements (unless special sensors that require to be always powered). 
The 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery installed inside the housing prevents the loss of 
logs in the absence of external power supply. An internal lithium battery allows the data logger to 
keep date and time even when the backup battery of the housing is not connected. 

DISPLAY 
The 4-row dot matrix LCD display allows to view the values acquired by the data logger and the 
operating status  without a PC connection. 

PROTECTIONS 
The data logger è supplied already assembled inside a hot-pressed polyester reinforced with fiberglass 
housing. The box is equipped with a key lock and a screen protection from solar radiation in anodized 
aluminum with powder coating. An optional sensor (HD32MT.ALM), connectable to a dedicated input 
of the data logger, is able to detect whether the housing door is opened and provides an alarm signal. 
The housing has IP 66 protection degree and is  UL/CSA/AS approved. 

CONNECTION TO PC AND APPLICATION SOFTWARE 
The connection to the PC via the USB port of the data logger does not require the installation of USB 
drivers: when the instrument is connected to the PC, the Windows® operating system automatically 
recognizes the device as an HID device (Human Interface Device) and uses the driver already included 
in the operating system. 
In addition to allowing the configuration of the data logger and the download of stored data, the 
software Meteo Studio can process the downloaded data to be displayed under tabular form and 
graphically represent them in the time interval desired. The data are visible in different temporal 
resolutions and can be grouped on a daily, weekly or monthly base. The software allows the 
management of the data from multiple weather stations. 

 
Fig. 1: software Meteo Studio 
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By connecting the optional HD5110 module (ETHERNET/RS232 adapter) to the data logger, you 
can connect to the data logger with the software Meteo Studio via the ETHERNET local network. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Power supply 17…26 Vdc 

Mains 100…240 Vac by using the optional AC/DC external power 
supply unit HD32MT.SWD. 

Power consumption 20 mA @ 18 Vdc (only the data logger, sensors excluded) 

Battery autonomy 12 V / 18 Ah. The autonomy depends on the number and type of 
sensors connected. For example, with the three sensors HD52.3D, 
HD98717TVS and HD3910.1 connected, the autonomy is about 13 
days, considering a fully charged battery and sending data via FTP 
every hour. 

Data acquisition interval from 
the sensors 

1 second (10 seconds for the SDI-12 sensors) 

Data logging interval 10 s, 1 min, 2 min, 5 min, 10 min 

Memory capacity Internal EEPROM memory and SD type memory card. 
The logging time depends on the number and type of the quantities 
acquired and on the capacity of the SD card used. For instance, by 
recording 20 parameters with the minimum storage interval equal to 10 
seconds  in a 4 GB SD card, it takes about 8 years to fill it. 

Sensors inputs 1 RS485 port for connecting sensors with MODBUS RTU protocol 
1 SDI-12 port (up to 4 sensors; up to 8 measures for each sensor) 
1 potential-free contact input for connecting a rain gauge 
1 potential-free or sinusoidal signal input for the connection of a cup 

anemometer  
1 potentiometric input for the connection of a wind vane for the 

measurement of the wind direction 
3 configurable analogue inputs: 0…1 V, 0…10 V, 0…20 mA or 4…20 mA 

Resolution of analog inputs 12 bits 

Display 4-row dot matrix LCD 

PC connection 1 USB port (HID type) with type B connector 
1 auxiliary serial RS232/RS422/RS485 (with proprietary or Modbus-RTU 
protocol) communication port 

Alarm output 1 insulated voltage-free contact output 
Contact: normally open, max. 300 mA @ 30 Vdc resistive load 

Switched power outputs 2 outputs with a value equal to the power input, that can be 
activated during the acquisition of the measures. 
A third output is used to power the optional GSM/UMTS module. 

Operating conditions -20 … 50 °C, 0 … 85% RH no condensation 

Storage temperature -25 … 65 °C 

Materials Housing in hot-pressed glass-fiber reinforced polyester. 
Screen protection against solar radiation in powder coated anodized 
aluminium. 

Housing dimensions 355x260x200 mm 

Weight About 7 kg 

Housing protection degree IP 66 

Housing certifications UL/CSA/AS approved 
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Fig. 2: Inside of the housing 

 

Fig. 3: detail of the display area 
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INSTALLATION 
The box containing the data logger is designed for being mounted on a pole with a diameter of 36 to 
52 mm. The tripod kit HD2005.20 (height 2 m) or HD2005.20.1 (height 3 m), made of anodized 
aluminum with adjustable legs for levelling, allows the installation of both the data logger and the 
sensors. The probes are connected at the bottom of the box through M12 connectors. 

 

Fig. 4: example of weather station on the tripod 
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1. Trees, buildings and obstacles in the path of the sun 

from sunset to sundown, should be less than 5° in 
the horizontal plane. 

2. Trees, buildings and obstacles around the 
anemometer must be at least 10 times their height, 
to avoid turbulences. 

3. Solar panel and solar instruments should not be 
obscured or overshadowed and always directed 
towards the SOUTH in the Northern hemisphere, and 
towards the NORTH in the Southern hemisphere. 

4. Rain gauges or evaporation basins must be exposed 
to the open air and away from the elements that 
create shadows or turbulences. 

 

 
1. Incorrect positioning of the instruments that 

measure solar radiation: they must be directed to 
the SOUTH in the Northern hemisphere, and to the 
NORTH in the Southern hemisphere. No shade 
should be projected on the solar panel or the 
pyranometers. 

2. Trees or buildings near the station cause turbulence, 
measurement of air velocity and wind direction may 
be incorrect. 

3. Incorrect positioning of the rain gauge. Install away 
from the station. 

 

 
1. Incorrect positioning of the pyranometer.  Alters the 

measurement of the anemometer. Lower the 
pyranometer bracket and turn it 90° in order to 
avoid turbulence on the anemometer. 

2. Incorrect positioning of the solar panel to the north: 
align towards the SOUTH (in the Northern 
hemisphere). 

3. Incorrect positioning of the rain gauge. Install away 
from the station. 

Fig. 4: correct installation of the station and mistakes to avoid 
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Northern 
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Northern 
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ORDERING CODES 

Temperature and humidity 
HD9008.T7S Temperature transmitter, Pt100 1/3 DIN sensor. Measuring range -40...+80 °C. 

RS485 MODBUS-RTU output. Dimensions Ø 26 x 185 mm. Power supply 5...30 Vdc. 
HD9008.T17S Humidity and temperature transmitter, Pt100 sensor. RS485 MODBUS-RTU output. 

Temperature measuring range -40... +60 °C. Power supply 5...30 Vdc. Luran S777K 
housing. Dimensions  26 x 185 mm. Connection via screw terminals. 

HD9007A-1 12-ring solar radiation protection shield. Equipped with mounting bracket for 
Ø 40 mm mast. 

HD9007A-2 16-ring solar radiation protection shield for hot environment. Equipped with 
mounting bracket for Ø 40 mm mast. 

TP32MTT.03 Temperature probe with seven Pt100 1/3 DIN sensors for the measurement of 
temperature at depths: +5 cm, 0 cm, -5 cm, -10 cm, -20 cm, -50 cm, -1 m 
compared to the level of the ground, according to the WMO guidance. RS485 
digital output with MODBUS RTU protocol. 8-pin M12 connector. Power supply 5 
÷ 30 Vdc. The cable CPM12 AA8... has to be ordered separately. 

TP32MTT.03.1 Temperature probe with six Pt100 1/3 DIN sensors for the measurement of 
temperature at depths: +5 cm, 0 cm, -5 cm, -10 cm, -20 cm, -50 cm compared 
to the level of the ground, according to the WMO guidance. RS485 digital output 
with MODBUS RTU protocol. 8-pin M12 connector. Power supply 5 ÷ 30 Vdc. The 
cable CPM12 AA8... has to be ordered separately. 

HD3901 Leaf wetness sensor with double sensitive surface. Two analog outputs 0.5…3 Vdc. 
Cable length 5 or 10 m. 

HD48S07TFP Temperature transmitter with RS485 MODBUS-RTU output. Contact probe for solar 
panels. Pt100 1/3 DIN thin film sensor. Probe temperature range: 0…+85°C. Length 
of the probe cable: standard 5 or 10 m. 

HD3910.1 2-electrode probe for the measurement of the soil moisture. With integrated 
NTC 10 k  temperature sensor. RS485 digital output with MODBUS RTU protocol. 
Cable length 5 or 10 m. 

HD3910.2 3-electrode probe for the measurement of the soil moisture in restricted 
volumes. With integrated NTC 10 k  temperature sensor. RS485 digital output with 
MODBUS RTU protocol. Cable length 5 or 10 m. 

Atmospheric pressure 

HD9408.3B Precision barometer. Measuring range 500…1200 mbar. Accuracy ± 0.4 hPa within the 
whole working temperature range -40…+85 °C. RS485 with MODBUS-RTU protocol 
digital output. Power supply 10…30 Vdc. IP 67 housing. 

HD4V8TBARO Barometric transmitter with 0…1 Vdc output. Measuring range 600…1100 mbar. 
Temperature working range -30…+60 °C. 

HD32MT.3B Optional barometer/thermometer to be installed inside the housing. 

Wind speed and direction 
HD52.3D… Two-axis static ultrasonic anemometer for measuring of wind speed and 

direction, relative humidity and temperature (optional), diffused solar radiation 
(optional) and atmospheric pressure (optional). RS232, RS485, RS422 and 
SDI-12 serial outputs, communication protocols NMEA, MODBUS-RTU and 
SDI-12. Heating option available. Power supply: 10 ... 30Vdc. Installation on a 
mast Ø 40 mm outside and Ø 36 mm inside. Input with 19-pin male M23 
connector and 19-pin female M23 free connector. Supplied with: HD52.3D-S 
software for the instrument configuration and operating manual. 
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CP52.5 12-wire connection cable with female 19-pin M23 connector on one side and free 
wires on the other side. L = 5m. 

CP52.10 12-wire connection cable with female 19-pin M23 connector on one side and free 
wires on the other side. L = 10m. 

HD54.3 Cup anemometer. Measuring range: 1...65 m/s. Operating temperature: 
-40...+60 °C. Installation on a mast. Height 81 mm once assembled. With cable 
CPM12AA4.5. 

HD54.D Wind direction vane probe. Measuring range: 0…360°. Deadband: typical 4°, 
maximum 8°. Threshold: 1m/s. Working temperature/humidity: -40…+60 °C / 
0…100% RH. Installation on a mast. Dimensions: 210 x 120 mm. With cable 
CPM12AA4.5. 

HD54.9K Transverse mast kit for the installation of HD54.3 and HD54.D sensors. 

Solar radiation 
LP PYRA 10S "Secondary standard" pyranometer in compliance with the ISO 9060. Equipped 

with protection shield, silica-gel cartridge and 2 refills, level for levelling and 
Report of Calibration. Serial output RS485 with MODBUS RTU protocol. 
5 ÷ 30 Vdc power supply. Upon request, cables CPM12 AA8P ... with M12 8-pin 
female connector 2, 5 or 10 m long. 

LP PYRA 02S First class pyranometer according to ISO 9060. Equipped with protection shield, 
silica-gel cartridge and 2 refills, level for levelling, Report of Calibration. Serial 
output RS485 with MODBUS RTU protocol. Power supply 5 ÷ 30 Vdc. Upon 
request, cables CPM12 AA8P ... with M12 8-pin female connector 2, 5 or 10 m 
long.  

LP S1 Only support bracket for LP PYRA 02 and LP PYRA 10 pyranometers, suitable for 
mast from Ø 40 mm to Ø 50 mm. 

LP PYRA 03S Second class pyranometer according to ISO 9060. Equipped with level for 
levelling and Report of Calibration. Serial output RS485 with MODBUS RTU 
protocol. Power supply 5 ÷ 30 Vdc. Upon request, cables CPM12 AA8P ... with 
M12 8-pin female connector 2, 5 or 10 m long. 

LP SP2 Protection shield for the pyranometer LP PYRA 03. 
LP SILICON- Pyranometer with silicon photodiode. Output in mV. Supplied with base with level. A 
PYRA 04BL converter/amplifier with standard 0…10 V or 4…20 mA output is required for the 
 connection to the data logger. 
HD2003.79K Kit for fixing pyranometers to the Ø 40 mm mast, equipped with clamping and 

flange. 
LP SD18.1 Sensor for measuring the duration of the solar radiation, referred to the 

threshold of 120 W/m2 of direct radiation, according to the WMO guidance. The 
sensor has no moving parts. RS485 MODBUS RTU output and potential-free 
contact output. 7...30 Vdc power supply. It can be attached to a mast with a 
suitable accessory or installed on an horizontal surface by using the optional 
mounting base. Built-in spirit level for levelling. It does not require adjustment of 
the position during the year. Equipped with anti-condensation system (1W @ 12 
Vdc, if connected). 8-pin M12 connector. Upon request, cables with 8-pin M12 
female connector, standard lengths 2, 5 or 10 m. Heating option available. 

CP 18.5 12-conductor cable. 5 m long.  8-pin M12 connector on one side, free wires on 
the other side. For LP SD18.1. 

LP SD18.O Base for installation of the sunshine duration sensor on a horizontal plane. Two 
adjustable feet and one fixed foot. Allows the inclination of the sensor up to 80° 
from the vertical, to suit the position of the sun to the latitude of the place of 
installation. 

LP SD18.V Support for installation of the sunshine duration sensor on a mast Ø 40 mm. 
Allows the inclination of the sensor up to 80° from the vertical, to suit the 
position of the sun to the latitude of the place of installation. 
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Rain quantity 

HD2013 Tipping bucket rain gauge, area 400cm2, for temperatures from +4°C to +60 °C. 
Standard resolution 0.2 mm. Upon request, to be specified at the time of order, 
0.1 or 0.5 mm. Output contact normally closed. 

HD2013R Tipping bucket rain gauge, area 400cm2, equipped with heating system for 
temperatures from -20 to +60 °C. Standard resolution 0.2 mm. Upon request, to 
be specified at the time of order, 0.1 or 0.5 mm. Output contact normally closed. 
Supply voltages 12 Vdc o 24 Vdc ±10% / power consumption 165 W. 

HD2015 Tipping bucket rain gauge, area 200cm2, for temperatures from +4°C to +60 °C. 
Standard resolution 0.2 mm. Upon request, to be specified at the time of order, 
0.1 or 0.5 mm. Output contact normally closed. 

HD2015R Tipping bucket rain gauge, area 200cm2, equipped with heating system for 
temperatures from -20 to +60 °C. Standard resolution 0.2 mm. Upon request, to 
be specified at the time of order, 0.1 or 0.5 mm. Output contact normally closed. 
Supply voltages 12 Vdc o 24 Vdc ±10% / power consumption 50 W. 

HD2013.5K Accessory kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain gauge 500 mm off the ground 
(HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66). 

HD2015.5K Accessory kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain gauge 500 mm off the ground 
(HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66). 

HD2003.75 Base with tip for the ground for securing the support of the rain gauge off the 
ground. 

HD2003.78 Flat base for securing the support of the rain gauge off the ground. 

Accessories for the weather station 

HD5320.E Quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and 
dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not 
included). 

HD5320.U Quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and 
dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, 
SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J Quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and 
dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not 
included). 

HD5110 ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). Power 
supply: 12...48 Vdc. Power consumption: 130 mA @ 12 Vdc, 72 mA @ 24 Vdc. 

Meteo Studio Additional copy of CD-ROM of the Meteo Studio software for programming, data 
download, monitoring and data parocessing on a PC. Suitable for Windows® 
operating systems. 

CP22 Direct USB connection cable with USB type B connector on the instrument side 
and USB type A male connector on the PC side. 

CP24 Serial connection cable with M12 connector on the instrument side and A-type 
USB male connector on the PC side. 

HD32MT.SWD 100…240 Vac / 24 Vdc (adjustable) power supply box with switch. Designed for 
attachment on a mast. It includes the fixing accessories. 

HD32MT.ALM Sensor to signal the opening of the housing door. 

HD2005.20 Anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of 
environmental sensors. Height 2 m. 

HD2005.20.1 Anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of 
environmental sensors. Height 3 m. 
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HD54.9K Crossbar pole kit including: cross bar diameter 40 mm and L=1500 mm, two 
extension bars diameter 40 mm and accessories. For HD54.3 and HD54.D. 

PFV.30W 30W monocrystalline solar panel to be used with the 12 V battery and the 
charger already installed inside the housing. 

HD2004.30K Kit to mount solar panel. 

HD978TR5 Signal converter/amplifier with mV input and 4…20 mA output. 

HD978TR6 Signal converter/amplifier with mV input and 0…10 V output. 
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PRECONFIGURED WEATHER STATIONS 

Upon request, weather stations with different combinations of sensors can be supplied. 

HD32WSE1 Weather station for wind power applications designed for mains 100…240 Vac power supply, 
including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD32MT.SWD: 100…240 Vac / 24 Vdc (adjustable) power supply box with switch. Designed for 

attachment on a mast. It includes the fixing accessories. 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 

HD52.3D: static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 

Optional sensors and accessories: 

HD52.3DR: heated static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD4V8TBARO: barometric transmitter 
HD32MT.3B: internal barometer/thermometer (it 

must be requested when ordering) 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

HD9007-2: 16-ring solar radiation protection shield for hot 
environments 

The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 

 

 

= ALTERNATIVES 

for further information p.r.t. www.gsg-industrietechnik.com - Phone no. 0049/931 30 40 8-0
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HD32WSF1 Weather station for wind power applications designed for power supply from solar panel, 
including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD2004.30K: kit to mount solar panel (*). 
 PFV.30W: 30W monocrystalline solar panel (*). 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 

HD52.3D: static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 

Optional sensors and accessories: 

HD52.3DR: heated static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD4V8TBARO: barometric transmitter 
HD32MT.3B: internal barometer/thermometer (it 

must be requested when ordering) 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

HD9007-2: 16-ring solar radiation protection shield for hot 
environments 

The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 

 

(*) The addition of optional sensors may require, depending on the type of sensors, the use of 80 W HD2004.30 solar 
panel (1200x530x34 mm), HD2004.22K fixing kit and 75 Ah backup battery to be accommodated in a place protected 
against weather agents, hot and cold. 
 

= ALTERNATIVES 

for further information p.r.t. www.gsg-industrietechnik.com - Phone no. 0049/931 30 40 8-0
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HD32WSE2 Weather station for wind power applications designed for mains 100…240 Vac power supply, 
including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD32MT.SWD: 100…240 Vac / 24 Vdc (adjustable) power supply box with switch. Designed for 

attachment on a mast. It includes the fixing accessories. 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 

HD54.3: cup anemometer 
HD54.D: wind direction vane probe 
HD54.9K: transverse mast kit 
HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 

Optional sensors and accessories: 

HD4V8TBARO: barometric transmitter 
HD32MT.3B: internal barometer/thermometer (it 

must be requested when ordering) 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

HD9007-2: 16-ring solar radiation protection shield for hot 
environments 

The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 

 

 

ventas@lazodecontrol.comwww.lazodecontrol.com +51 960 810 089
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HD32WSF2 Weather station for wind power applications designed for power supply from solar panel, 
including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD2004.30K: kit to mount solar panel (*). 
 PFV.30W: 30W monocrystalline solar panel (*). 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 

HD54.3: cup anemometer 
HD54.D: wind direction vane probe 
HD54.9K: transverse mast kit 
HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 

Optional sensors and accessories: 

HD4V8TBARO: barometric transmitter 
HD32MT.3B: internal barometer/thermometer (it 

must be requested when ordering) 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

HD9007-2: 16-ring solar radiation protection shield for hot 
environments 

The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 

 

(*) The addition of optional sensors may require, depending on the type of sensors, the use of 80 W HD2004.30 solar 
panel (1200x530x34 mm), HD2004.22K fixing kit and 75 Ah backup battery to be accommodated in a place protected 
against weather agents, hot and cold. 
 

for further information p.r.t. www.gsg-industrietechnik.com - Phone no. 0049/931 30 40 8-0
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HD32WSE3 Weather station for photovoltaic applications designed for mains 100…240 Vac power supply, 
including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD32MT.SWD: 100…240 Vac / 24 Vdc (adjustable) power supply box with switch. Designed for 

attachment on a mast. It includes the fixing accessories. 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 

LPPYRA02S: first class pyranometer equipped with 
protection shield 

LPSD18.1: sensor for measuring the duration of the solar 
radiation 

CP18.5: cable L=5 m for LP SD18.1 
HD48S07FP5: temperature transmitter with contact probe 

for solar panels 

Optional sensors and accessories: 

LPSD18.1R: heated sensor for measuring the duration of 
the solar radiation 

HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 
HD9007-2: 16-ring solar radiation protection shield for hot 

environments 
HD52.3D: static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD52.3DR: heated static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD54.3: cup anemometer 
HD54.D: wind direction vane probe 
HD54.9K: transverse mast kit 

The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m.  
 

for further information p.r.t. www.gsg-industrietechnik.com - Phone no. 0049/931 30 40 8-0
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HD32WSF3 Weather station for photovoltaic applications designed for power supply from solar panel, 
including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD2004.30K: kit to mount solar panel (*). 
 PFV.30W: 30W monocrystalline solar panel (*). 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 

LPPYRA02S: first class pyranometer equipped with 
protection shield 

LPSD18.1: sensor for measuring the duration of the solar 
radiation 

CP18.5: cable L=5 m for LP SD18.1 
HD48S07FP5: temperature transmitter with contact probe 

for solar panels 

Optional sensors and accessories: 

LPSD18.1R: heated sensor for measuring the duration of 
the solar radiation 

HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 
HD9007-2: 16-ring solar radiation protection shield for hot 

environments 
HD52.3D: static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD52.3DR: heated static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD54.3: cup anemometer 
HD54.D: wind direction vane probe 
HD54.9K: transverse mast kit 

The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m.  
(*) The addition of optional sensors may require, depending on the type of sensors, the use of 80 W HD2004.30 solar 
panel (1200x530x34 mm), HD2004.22K fixing kit and 75 Ah backup battery to be accommodated in a place protected 
against weather agents, hot and cold. 
 

for further information p.r.t. www.gsg-industrietechnik.com - Phone no. 0049/931 30 40 8-0
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HD32WSE4 Weather station for general agricultural applications designed for mains 100…240 Vac power 
supply, including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD32MT.SWD: 100…240 Vac / 24 Vdc (adjustable) power supply box with switch. Designed for 

attachment on a mast. It includes the fixing accessories. 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 
HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 
TP32MTT.03: temperature probe for the measurement of 

the soil thermal profile up to 1 m 
HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

LPPYRA03S: second class pyranometer equipped with 
protection shield 

HD3901.5: leaf wetness sensor, 5 m cable 
HD3910.1: soil moisture probe, 5 m cable 
Optional sensors and accessories: 
HD9007-2: 16-ring solar radiation protection shield for hot 

environments 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

HD52.3D: static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD52.3DR: heated static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD54.3: cup anemometer 
HD54.D: wind direction vane probe 
HD54.9K: transverse mast kit 
TP32MTT.03.1: temperature probe for the measurement of the 

soil thermal profile up to 0,5 m 

The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 
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HD32WSF4 Weather station for general agricultural applications designed for power supply from solar 
panel, including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD2004.30K: kit to mount solar panel (*). 
 PFV.30W: 30W monocrystalline solar panel (*). 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 
Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 
HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 
TP32MTT.03: temperature probe for the measurement of 

the soil thermal profile up to 1 m 
HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

LPPYRA03S: second class pyranometer equipped with 
protection shield 

HD3901.5: leaf wetness sensor, 5 m cable 
HD3910.1: soil moisture probe, 5 m cable 
Optional sensors and accessories: 
HD9007-2: 16-ring solar radiation protection shield for hot 

environments 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

HD52.3D: static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD52.3DR: heated static ultrasonic anemometer 
HD54.3: cup anemometer 
HD54.D: wind direction vane probe 
HD54.9K: transverse mast kit 
TP32MTT.03.1: temperature probe for the measurement of the 

soil thermal profile up to 0,5 m 
The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 

 

(*) The addition of optional sensors may require, depending on the type of sensors, the use of 80 W HD2004.30 solar 
panel (1200x530x34 mm), HD2004.22K fixing kit and 75 Ah backup battery to be accommodated in a place protected 
against weather agents, hot and cold. 

for further information p.r.t. www.gsg-industrietechnik.com - Phone no. 0049/931 30 40 8-0
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HD32WSE5 Weather station for ET0 standard Evapo-transpiration calculation designed for mains 
100…240 Vac power supply, including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD32MT.SWD: 100…240 Vac / 24 Vdc (adjustable) power supply box with switch. Designed for 

attachment on a mast. It includes the fixing accessories. 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 

HD52.3DP17: static ultrasonic anemometer, it measures 
also temperature, humidity and solar radiation 

Optional sensors and accessories: 

HD52.3DP17R: heated static ultrasonic anemometer, it 
measures also temperature, humidity and solar 
radiation 

HD4V8TBARO: barometric transmitter 
HD32MT.3B: internal barometer/thermometer (it 

must be requested when ordering) 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

The optional HD2013 or HD2015 rain gauge is suggested 
for the evaluation of the water balance. 
The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 
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HD32WSF5 Weather station for ET0 standard Evapo-transpiration calculation designed for power 
supply from solar panel, including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD2004.30K: kit to mount solar panel (*). 
 PFV.30W: 30W monocrystalline solar panel (*). 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 

HD52.3DP17: static ultrasonic anemometer, it measures 
also temperature, humidity and solar radiation 

Optional sensors and accessories: 

HD52.3DP17R: heated static ultrasonic anemometer, it 
measures also temperature, humidity and solar 
radiation 

HD4V8TBARO: barometric transmitter 
HD32MT.3B: internal barometer/thermometer (it 

must be requested when ordering) 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

The optional HD2013 or HD2015 rain gauge is suggested 
for the evaluation of the water balance. 
The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 

 

(*) The addition of optional sensors may require, depending on the type of sensors, the use of 80 W HD2004.30 solar 
panel (1200x530x34 mm), HD2004.22K fixing kit and 75 Ah backup battery to be accommodated in a place protected 
against weather agents, hot and cold. 
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HD32WSE6 Weather station for ET0 standard Evapo-transpiration calculation and water balance 
designed for mains 100…240 Vac power supply, including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD32MT.SWD: 100…240 Vac / 24 Vdc (adjustable) power supply box with switch. Designed for 

attachment on a mast. It includes the fixing accessories. 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 

HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD54.3: cup anemometer 
HD54.9K: transverse mast kit 
HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 
HD4V8TBARO: barometric transmitter 
LPPYRA03S: second class pyranometer equipped with 

protection shield 

Optional sensors and accessories: 

HD54.D: wind direction vane probe 
HD32MT.3B: internal barometer/thermometer (it 

must be requested when ordering) 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

The optional HD2013 or HD2015 rain gauge is suggested 
for the evaluation of the water balance. 
The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 

 

 

= ALTERNATIVES 
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HD32WSF6 Weather station for ET0 standard Evapo-transpiration calculation and water balance 
designed for power supply from solar panel, including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD2004.30K: kit to mount solar panel (*). 
 PFV.30W: 30W monocrystalline solar panel (*). 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 

HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD54.3: cup anemometer 
HD54.9K: transverse mast kit 
HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 
HD4V8TBARO: barometric transmitter 
LPPYRA03S: second class pyranometer equipped with 

protection shield 

Optional sensors and accessories: 

HD54.D: wind direction vane probe 
HD32MT.3B: internal barometer/thermometer (it 

must be requested when ordering) 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

The optional HD2013 or HD2015 rain gauge is suggested 
for the evaluation of the water balance. 
The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 

 

(*) The addition of optional sensors may require, depending on the type of sensors, the use of 80 W HD2004.30 solar 
panel (1200x530x34 mm), HD2004.22K fixing kit and 75 Ah backup battery to be accommodated in a place protected 
against weather agents, hot and cold. 
 

= ALTERNATIVES 
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HD32WSE7 Weather station for general agricultural applications, ET0 standard Evapo-transpiration 
calculation and water balance designed for mains 100…240 Vac power supply, including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD32MT.SWD: 100…240 Vac / 24 Vdc (adjustable) power supply box with switch. Designed for 

attachment on a mast. It includes the fixing accessories. 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 

Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 
HD54.3: cup anemometer 
HD54.9K: transverse mast kit 
HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 
TP32MTT.03: temperature probe for the measurement of 

the soil thermal profile up to 1 m 
HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

LPPYRA03S: second class pyranometer equipped with 
protection shield 

HD3901.5: leaf wetness sensor, 5 m cable 
HD3910.1: soil moisture probe, 5 m cable 

Optional sensors and accessories: 
HD54.D: wind direction vane probe 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

TP32MTT.03.1: temperature probe for the measurement of 
the soil thermal profile up to 0,5 m 

HD9007-2: 16-ring solar radiation protection shield for hot 
environments 

The optional HD2013 or HD2015 rain gauge is suggested for 
the evaluation of the water balance. 
The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 

 

 

= ALTERNATIVES 
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HD32WSF7 Weather station for general agricultural applications, ET0 standard Evapo-transpiration 
calculation and water balance designed for power supply from solar panel, including: 

 HD32MT.3K: datalogger with housing for outdoor use made of hot-pressed polyester reinforced with 
fiberglass, key lock, protection shield from solar radiation, 12 V / 18 Ah rechargeable backup battery, 
battery charger, LCD display, Meteo Studio software, operating manual. The fixing accessories are 
included. 

 CP22: USB connecting cable. 
 4 GB SD memory card. 
 HD2004.30K: kit to mount solar panel (*). 
 PFV.30W: 30W monocrystalline solar panel (*). 
 HD2005.20: anodized aluminium tripod kit with adjustable legs for installation of environmental sensors. 

Height 2 m. 
Optional modules (to be orderd separately) 

HD5320.E: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
900/2100 MHz module (for use in Europe, SIM card not included).

HD5320.U: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/1900 MHz module (for use in U.S.A. and Canada, SIM card not included). 

HD5320.J: quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE (GSM850, EGSM900, DCS1800, PCS1900) and dual-band UMTS/HSDPA 
850/2100 MHz module (for use in Japan, SIM card not included). 

HD5110: ETHERNET / RS232 adapter. Connectors: DB9 male (RS232), RJ-45 (ETHERNET). 

SENSORS AND ACCESSORIES EXAMPLE OF STATION 

Sensors minimum configuration: 
HD54.3: cup anemometer 
HD54.9K: transverse mast kit 
HD9008.T17S: humidity and temperature transmitter 
HD9007-1: 12-ring solar radiation protection shield 
TP32MTT.03: temperature probe for the measurement of 

the soil thermal profile up to 1 m 
HD2015: rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

LPPYRA03S: second class pyranometer equipped with 
protection shield 

HD3901.5: leaf wetness sensor, 5 m cable 
HD3910.1: soil moisture probe, 5 m cable 
Optional sensors and accessories: 
HD54.D: wind direction vane probe 
HD2013: rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2013R: heated rain gauge, area 400 cm2 

HD2015R: heated rain gauge, area 200 cm2 

HD2013.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2013 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64.1 + HD2013.66) 

HD2015.5K: kit for the installation of the HD2015 rain 
gauge 500 mm off the ground (HD2003.78 + 
HD2013.5.1 + HD2013.64 + HD2013.66) 

HD2003.75: base with ground tip for securing the 
support of the rain gauge off the ground 

HD2003.78: flat base for securing the support of the rain 
gauge off the ground 

TP32MTT.03.1: temperature probe for the measurement of 
the soil thermal profile up to 0,5 m 

HD9007-2: 16-ring solar radiation protection shield for hot 
environments 

The optional HD2013 or HD2015 rain gauge is suggested for 
the evaluation of the water balance. 
The cables connecting the sensors have to be ordered 
separately. Cables standard length: 2, 5 or 10 m. 

 

(*) The addition of optional sensors may require, depending on the type of sensors, the use of 80 W HD2004.30 solar 
panel (1200x530x34 mm), HD2004.22K fixing kit and 75 Ah backup battery to be accommodated in a place protected 
against weather agents, hot and cold. 

= ALTERNATIVES 
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